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B Y  B E N  AU S T E N
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Newsmakers

Show Yourself the Money
You'd think it would be hard to go broke on $1.1 million a year, which is what the average NFL player pulls down. The
trouble is, the average NFL player retires in three-and-a-half years, and most blow through their retirement savings in
less than ten. Which is why there's now an MBA program with one goal: to take these men from signing contracts to
writing them

April 2013

We've heard a lot about the dangers football play ers face on
the field—the damage to body  and brain that comes from
driv ing y our skull into an armored opponent hundreds of
times a season. But there's another malady  afflicting the
NFL, play ing out bey ond the gaze of the cameras and the
crowds. A 2010 report produced by  a Dallas investment
house found that aside from the richest of the rich, among
the remaining 90 percent of NFL play ers, nine in ten of
them would be insolvent within ten y ears of retirement. If
that figure seems inconceivably  high, consider that even at
half that rate, the league is facing an epidemic. Pro football
careers last on average just 3.5 y ears, most ending all of a
sudden with an on-field injury , the athletes earning millions
one moment and nothing the next. Before and after
retirement, all too many  of them are throwing their money
at risky  ventures, burning through their earnings, turning
themselves into bright, barn-sized marks for any
underhanded scammer or well-meaning bumbler.

Harry  Sway ne, a starting tackle on three different Super
Bowl teams, now works as the Baltimore Ravens play er-
engagement rep, whose job it is to counsel and assist the
athletes. He say s retired guy s call him all the time who are
downtown drunk, cry ing, who have lost their sav ings and
wives and can't afford child-support pay ments. "After the
last play , a play er's self-confidence is broken," Sway ne tells
me, his mellifluous baritone appropriately  calming. "I
literally  have to give them money . I talk to them about their
redeeming qualities and value as men."

It's not just the second-stringers and the guy s with blown-
out knees who are imperiled financially . Even the superstars
are at risk. One of the recent titans to fall: Warren Sapp, the

taunting, alway s y abbering pass rusher whose six-y ear, $36 million contract was one of the richest deals ever
for a defenseman upon signing in 1998. Over thirteen seasons, Sapp was paid more than $60 million in salary
and held endorsement deals with Nike, National Car Rental, and Swanson Hungry -Man. Y et when he filed for
bankruptcy  last y ear, his debts had reached $6.7  million, his checking and sav ing accounts holding a combined
$1,165.35. Most reports sneered at his collapse, depicting a crass and irrepressible man-child incapable of
hacking it in the adult world: He owed child support to five different women, had lost his 2002 Super Bowl ring,
and owned 240 pairs of Air Jordans and a lion-skin rug. But the primary  source of his debt, according to the
filing: bad business deals, particularly  an ill-adv ised venture, Urban Solutions Group, that built low-income
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housing in Florida during the housing bust.

Derrick Brooks, a former Buccaneer alongside Sapp, is now one of the "ambassadors" the NFL sends out to warn
play ers about pecuniary  pitfalls. He recounts taking a wash on a T-shirt company  back during his play ing day s.
He wrote a $35,000 check to a friend of a college buddy , but Brooks didn't do the necessary  due diligence, didn't
look over a business plan. He didn't even ask for a copy  of the check. The man vanished with the money . "Lord, I
banked it as a lesson," Brooks say s. "The guy  penetrated a very  close network. The embezzler duped my  friend as
well. The swindle often comes as a slow leak, not a blown tire."

The NFL has responded to this increasingly  publicized crisis with every thing from mandatory  sy mposiums for
rookies to career-transition training for veterans. The league prov ides education on investment fraud and
arranges off-season internships and "boot camps" related to future careers in broadcasting and the music and
movie industries. It sends one hundred play ers each off-season to its own four-day  business and entrepreneurial
seminars at Notre Dame, Penn, and Stanford. But this instruction is meant not to spur entrepreneurship but, as a
league official told me, to "reverse the curse" by  forestalling it. Athletes are supposed to learn just enough there
to realize that they 're still Pop Warner when it comes to business. The very  traits that enabled them to become
professional football play ers—a cocksure belief in their own superiority , a fearlessness with risk—often creates
foolhardy  and dangerous investors.

While the NFL preaches patience and temperance, a new executive MBA program at George Washington
University —the first MBA program designed especially  with professional football play ers in mind—takes the
opposite approach. Called STAR, an acrony m for Special Talent, Access, and Responsibility , the program treats
entrepreneurial inclinations not as a frailty  to be reined in but as a weapon to be honed and deploy ed. The
emphasis is definitely  offense, not defense. Michael Ly thcott, a successful entrepreneur who runs STAR's new
business incubator, say s the league and the play -it-safe financial adv isers have neither cut down on the risky
behavior nor addressed the real problem. He likens their approach to teaching abstinence in high school sex  ed.
Ly thcott, whose mother founded Harlem's National Black Theatre, sees the plight of athlete investors as that of
African-American entrepreneurs writ large—mostly  that they  operate outside the existing support networks and
that they  don't benefit from suitable financing, appropriately  matched partners, and training that are all there
for others. So this MBA program emboldens the forty -five students already  enrolled in the first two classes to
take their collective net worth of $300 million, their $2 to $3 billion networks of corporate sponsors and
wealthy  boosters, and to suit up for business now, before their stars begin to wane. It's a strategy  no one has
tried before, Doug Guthrie, the dean of George Washington's business school, tells me.

The people running the STAR MBA are good salesmen with a good sales pitch, but so far the NFL isn't buy ing it. A
Wharton professor who teaches one of the league's sanctioned business seminars dismissed the GWU degree as
"MBA light." Ed Butowsky , a managing partner at the Dallas firm that conducted the athlete-bankruptcy  report,
manages the money  of a hundred professional athletes, insisting that these twenty - and thirty somethings
uncharacteristically  forgo the flash and behave financially  as if they  are 60-y ear-old pre-retirees about to be on
a fixed income for the rest of their long lives. Of STAR's pro-business strategy , Butowsky  say s, "It's like allowing
drug dealers to treat recovering addicts. Y ou're giv ing these guy s the drugs."

···
Last spring, I decided to see for my self what the STAR program was like. During the four day s I spent at George
Washington University  sitting in on business classes, I witnessed speedy  receivers and cornerbacks attack
accounting books with y ellow highlighters and 320-pound lineman take on the Kantian approach to business
ethics. In a role-play  exercise, Marcus Stroud, the two-time All-Pro defensive tackle, made believe he was the
CEO of a glue company  whose products had become popular with fume-huffing street urchins in Latin America.
When E. J. Henderson, a Minnesota Vikings linebacker pretending to be an anticorporate activ ist, demanded
that the company  shutter its factory  in Honduras, Stroud said, "Uh-uh, we ain't gonna jump the gun on that one,
y ou feel me? Do the math right here: Y ou close the plant, y ou've got 500 more kids on the street." Some of the
play ers were joined in class by  their wives—at the additional tuition cost of $99,500 per student—since a
professional athlete's income and renown often constitute the family  business. One morning, I watched Emma
Dockery , the petite wife of Derrick Dockery , a towering offensive lineman several times her size, announce
during the pre-class meal that Y ouTube helped her figure out a vexing aspect of balance sheets. In celebration,
she executed a perfect cheerleader's double-hook jump.

Not surprisingly , the STAR instructors did not dwell on cautionary  tales of financial failure, on the likes of
Raghib "Rocket" Ismail, Terrell Owens, or Mark Brunell. Instead, they  held up happy  examples from the athlete-
entrepreneur Hall of Fame—Magic Johnson, Roger Staubach, John Elway . Students were told repeatedly  to think
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of their brand; I heard the word empowerment used a lot.
One day  a lineman raised a hand to express concerns about
an assignment that would send students onto the streets of
the capital to survey  "general consumers." He was so big and
black, he said, he worried his presence alone would unnerve
people. "When y ou're running y our own company ," the
professor responded, "will y ou still be big and black?"

Inspiring locker-room talks aside, the MBA program hardly
seemed light. In six  two-week modules spread out over two
off-seasons, the athletes tackle the same curriculum as any
other executive MBA students. They  huddled together in
study  groups, working late into the night. And like any
business school degrees, this one prov ides not just a crash
course in accounting and leadership but a new set of
connections, or a better sense of what to do with the ones
these sports celebrities already  have. During a break between
classes, I talked to Jonas Jennings, an offensive tackle who
play ed eight seasons in the NFL. He wore a pine green rugby
shirt, and I felt like I was sidled up alongside a tree. When we
discussed the number of play ers who were believed to go bankrupt not long after they  left the game, he assessed
the several guy s around him, seemed to consider the percentages, and shouted to a former teammate, "Hey ,
man, I'm one of the few who made it!" He currently  runs several businesses around his hometown of College
Park, Georgia, near Atlanta's airport—a power-washing company , a barbecue-catering business, and soon a
funeral home. He owns some real estate. But as a southerner who went to a state school there, he said he had
enrolled in STAR because he could use a little northeastern elitism, a different framework for his business
thinking.

Marques Colston, the New Orleans Saints wide receiver, seemed already  to have internalized some of the STAR
teachings. He explained to me that 85 percent of his net worth should be tied up in conservative stocks and
bonds. But his energies, he said, were going to be focused on that remaining 15 percent, which he'd use for start-
ups and private equity . "That smaller percentage, that's where y ou get y our home runs."

At 29, Colston is a lithe six  feet four, with squared shoulders and fingers so long they  look like the result of
centuries of evolution to create the perfect football-catching apparatus. He's also so preternaturally  unassuming
that it was hard to imagine him as the chief executive the MBA classes were grooming him to become. "Quiet
Storm," his nickname, is tattooed on his triceps, and not as an expression of affection for the slow jams of Anita
Baker and Barry  White. "I know I'm not vocal," Colston told me during a field trip in which the students met with
officials from the State Department's Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs and the President's Council on
Fitness, Sports & Nutrition. "But I'm comfortable with who I am. I lead by  what I do. And even in business, I can
use my  demeanor to my  advantage."

Questions regarding the handling of Quiet Storm's net worth recently  took on new meaning. In the weeks
between the first and second STAR modules last off-season, just before the league punished his team for
promoting a bounty  program in which play ers were paid for inflicting injuries on opponents, Colston signed a
deal to remain with the Saints: $40 million over five y ears, if he manages to stick around that long, with $19
million of it guaranteed. More than any one else in the STAR class, he was at the critical risk-reward point in his
financial life, the moment when the vultures would descend, when he would either begin to hemorrhage money
or figure out how to preserve and possibly  grow it.

About the multimillion-dollar contract, Colston said it hadn't changed how he sees himself. But even just weeks
into the deal, he recognized that other people v iewed him differently . Every one he knows is aware of the exact
figures, even if many  of them believed that the entire publicly  announced sum was currently  idling listlessly  in
his bank account. In every  conversation, he now sensed an underly ing agenda—the ask—that was as y et
unspoken but soon to be raised. The danger lurks because guy s like Colston are listening and are eager to
answer. They 're actively  seeking the home-run business propositions.

"I've got to leverage my  career for the next venture," Colston said of his newfound wealth. "It's why  I'm in the
MBA program." An acquaintance of Michael Ly thcott's, venture capitalist Corey  Galloway , had already  helped
Colston form an affiliation with a company  called Wat-ahh!, a brand of bottled water marketed to children. And
Colston purchased his Pennsy lvania hometown's American Indoor Football team, the Harrisburg Stampede.
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Colston said, "I'm looking for something else that will give me the same feeling, or some of the feeling, of play ing
football." A seventh-round draft pick out of Hofstra who already  won a Super Bowl, who is the top target for one
of the most dy namic quarterbacks ever to throw the ball, who had just inked a $40 million deal—what will
happen to him as he tries to chase something comparable?

···
One evening after classes, I accompanied the athlete-students to The Palm steak house near Dupont Circle. The
occasion was a fund-raiser for Rocky 's Road, a charity  serv ing local schoolchildren, started by  two STAR
classmates, Rocky  McIntosh, a former Washington Redskins linebacker who had signed with the St. Louis Rams
that summer, and his wife, Alessia. Earlier in the day , a George Washington professor had prepped the STAR
MBAers, reminding them that foundations and fund-raisers serve as gateway s to business opportunities. "Over
the next stage of y our career, y ou will have these chances in a crowded room to make a connection," the
professor explained. "Y ou don't have a lot of time when y ou meet people. Refine y our approach; get y our script
together." I saw a few of the athletes at The Palm heed the advice. They  roamed the room, maneuvering amid the
display s of autographed jersey s, mini-helmets and other auctionables. In front of the caricatures of politicians
lining the walls, they  shook hands and introduced themselves to the money ed people there. 

I sat at a dinner table with several of the STAR students, including Bernard Berrian, a wide receiver who used to
play  for my  hometown Bears. In 2008, after grossing roughly  $2 million in salary  over four seasons with
Chicago, Berrian signed as a free agent with the Minnesota Vikings. Aside from the top picks in the draft, most
play ers hit the jackpot only  if they  make it to a second contract with their star seemingly  still on the rise. Rarely
is there a big third contract. Berrian's second contract: six  y ears for $42 million, with $16 million of it
guaranteed regardless of whether he was ever cut or injured or whether the team demanded the deal be
renegotiated downward, which it did. One of Berrian's tattoos is of nearly  indecipherable script running up his
sinewy  arm. I am God's son, the golden child, it begins. "It's about redemption," he told me, "something I wrote
after I left Chicago. It's about every thing that came before."

In Minnesota, however, Berrian play ed not as if he had been delivered unto salvation but as if he needed sav ing.
For the entire 2010 season, he caught a mere twenty -eight passes; through seven games in 2011, his total
receptions reached just seven, for ninety -one y ards. His last touchdown came in 2009, and even in the v irtual
world of fantasy  football he ranked in 2011  as the 144th best play er at his position. But Berrian never lost faith in
his abilities or even accepted that the blame for his declining stats resided entirely  with him. On Twitter during
the 2011  campaign, he complained about being wide open and not being thrown the ball. At quarterback, the
two-time castoff Donovan McNabb wasn't getting the job done. When a Minnesota state legislator ridiculed
Berrian as an out-of-touch whiner, @B_Twice shot back. "I'm grown," Berrian told me. "I'm going to defend
my self. So I tweeted that he could come down and watch game film with me to see how open I've been. I was like,
‘Stand up and talk to me like a man.' How was I supposed to know he was a war vet who didn't have any  legs?" The
state rep also turned out to be one of the politicians helping to secure public funding for the team's new stadium.
The Vikings promptly  cut Berrian.

As a treat for the fund-raiser attendees, Rocky  McIntosh and other current and former Redskins served the
meal, which came in portions sized for the Hogs, Washington's famed offensive line: a surf-turf aggregation of
eighteen-ounce steak and three-pound lobster, surrounded by  an archipelago of whipped, fried, and creamed
sides. The Redskins delicately  secured bibs along the nape of each of the guests. Running back Clinton Portis
bibbed me, and I thanked him, say ing, "Y ou guy s are really  going all out." But in a bizarro NFL way  he took my
small talk as a request for some "special" off-menu serv ice.

"I know what y ou mean," Portis snapped, like a masseuse who truly  just rubs down knotty  calves. "I'm not going
to do all that."

We were joined at the table by  Berrian's adrenalized business manager, Chris Rehnke, who also happened to be
taking the STAR classes alongside his client. A lawy er by  training, Rehnke grew up in Minnesota, but he met
Berrian in Fresno, where he was running nightclubs. Rehnke assured me that B was super-excited about business
school but was also 100 percent focused on play ing football next y ear. As of this writing, no teams had reached
out to Berrian, but Rehnke remained confident. He said B's agent, Drew Rosenhaus, might even use the business-
school commitment to demonstrate just how much Bernard had matured. 
Berrian, well practiced in hearing others speak about him in the third person, listened abstractedly , at one point
turning to engage another student in conversation. Later, while I arm-wrestled my  lobster, Berrian told me that
he expected to play  three to five more y ears. About his long-term prospects, he said he did some broadcasting
back when he was with the Bears, and people have suggested he also consider acting and modeling. At 32,
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Berrian does possess rakish good looks, with high
cheekbones, almond ey es, and sharply  angled ey ebrows that
seem perpetually  cocked in an expression of jaunty
knowingness. I was with him when a lovely  stranger passed
him a note with a telephone number:

Call me 
—Felicity

Berrian still owned a 2,900-square-foot Minneapolis
penthouse, which had been featured in an issue of Sports &
Entertainment Today, a glossy  lifesty le magazine for athletes
that was started by  another STAR student, Danisha Rolle, the
wife of retired defensive back Samari Rolle. The magazine
spread shows bachelor Berrian chilling on a gold-colored
leather sectional, Chihuly -like glass shining all around him
and sitting poised before his piano. On the subject of the
many  monkey  artifacts around the apartment, Berrian told
the magazine, "I just like monkey s. Don't ask me why , I just
do. I've got one monkey  that's hiding and another one that's
looking at himself in the mirror."

Raised in a town an hour north of Fresno in a strict two-
parent military  household, Berrian said he also was tough as
far as rules with his own 10-y ear-old daughter. He explained
that he was not the ty pe to go broke just because the checks
stopped coming. Even though he felt certain another team
would eventually  pick him up, he had been fine since leav ing
the Vikings. He'd alway s been relatively  modest with his
spending. After his big pay day , he purchased just one crazy
piece of jewelry , and his jeweler assured him he could
repurpose it at any  time if need be. In terms of business
opportunities, he had to stay  busy  or else he'd go crazy  with

boredom. Early  in his career, he sunk thousands of dollars into a venture fix ing up and reselling old cars, but
that didn't work out. How come? As Berrian told me, his partner was his then-girlfriend's ex-boy friend. But other
investments had done better. In Minneapolis, Berrian was one of the first football play ers to test a new mouth
guard that prev iously  had been worn only  by  hockey  play ers. He put money  in that company , as well as in a
package-delivery  business and in a management outfit hav ing something to do with an up-and-coming San
Francisco boxer.

He said he was now considering investing in a Minneapolis restaurant.

Jennifer Carter-Scott, who directs the side of STAR MBA that helps people like the McIntoshes start their
foundations, overheard Berrian. "Restaurants—not good investments," she cut in.

"I know," said Berrian.

"No profit margins in restaurants," she trilled as a lesson to every one at the table.

Berrian severed a bite-size parcel from his tract of steak. A minute passed. "I'm going to do the restaurant," he
said.

···
A couple of weeks later—around the time that Pey ton Manning decided to play  in Denver, Tim Tebow headed to
New Y ork, and the league suspended the Saints head coach for the entire upcoming season—Bernard Berrian and
Chris Rehnke headed to Los Angeles to pitch new business ideas. Rehnke drove down from Fresno in what he
called his "rapper car," a black Escalade with glittering rims, picking Berrian up at the airport. I decided to meet
them there. My  hope was to glimpse whether there was any  truth in STAR MBA's theory  about the benefits of
athletes being encouraged in their entrepreneurial efforts. Could an MBA and a business plan help someone like
Berrian avoid the tragic fall? Could they  keep him solvent, allowing him to preserve the lifesty le and prominence
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he'd come to expect from the world? 

As it turned out, Berrian and Rehnke were selling an idea in L.A. of such ludicrously  prodigious proportions that
if ever realized, it would launch them into the promotions and media big leagues. They  were angling to engineer
what was then still the most highly  anticipated and impossible-to-coordinate sporting event of the past several
decades: the megafight between Manny  Pacquiao and Floy d May weather. Not only  would they  manage to
accomplish what no one else had and—by  dint of their close contacts in both camps—bring together the two
boxers, but they  also planned to circumvent traditional broadcasters and stream the event live worldwide over
the Internet. To become these world-beaters, Berrian, Rehnke, and some other partners would simultaneously
launch a marketing company  and a production company . Rehnke explained to me the business relationship he'd
established with Berrian: Bernard gave him his start as a manager, so he was going to cut him in on every  deal
that came his way . "I'm like COO, and B's the CEO," Rehnke said.

"Do all play ers have a Chris Rehnke?" I asked.

"No one else has a Chris Rehnke," Berrian chimed in. "It's alway s their homey s, their cousin. The first thing is, I
have to trust y ou. I trust Chris."

Michael Ly thcott happened also to be v isiting Los Angeles at the same time, lining up investors and
opportunities for some of the STAR students. He inv ited the three of us to join him one night at Soho House, a
private club in West Holly wood. Ly thcott, in a Y ankees cap and cardigan, greeted us in the penthouse bar that
he called Mt. Oly mpus. In a glass-encased deck overlooking the city  and an expanse of billboard advertising
Game of Thrones, we ordered drinks and chocolate-chip cookies, and Berrian requested a fruit plate. We toasted,
and I saw sitting next to us Djimon Hounsou, the guy  from Amistad—"Give us, us free!" We collectively  gaped at
Sofia Vergara. A parade of unsmiling waifs sashay ed past, one of them a willowy  figure with a sprig of dy ed blue
hair sticking out from wheatish tresses. "Man, that was Jaime King from White Chicks,"Berrian said of this last
waif. I did a double take, not because I'd ever heard of Jaime King but because Berrian had just name-checked
White Chicks.

Ly thcott, with his moon ey es and fleshy  cheeks, has the
kindly  looks of a teddy  bear, and he display s none of the
blinged-out affectations of some of the high-profile athletes
he now assisted. Y et when I asked play ers in the STAR
program what they  hoped to do with their lives after football,
a number of them said they  wanted to be like Mike Ly thcott,
who now led me into a darkened room of low-slung tables to
meet his buddy , "the real-life Tony  Stark," Elon Musk. The
Pay Pal founder rose to shake hands and shared with me that
his SpaceX had an important launch to the Space Station in
the coming weeks.

Musk and Ly thcott met at Penn, and then they  both hung
around a regular poker game—not huge stakes, but the
powerful men at the table would also discuss business,
advising one another on their projects. They  called
themselves "The List," and eventually  a rift formed between
the millionaires and the billionaires after the group began vacationing together, heading off to ski resorts and
islands, and they  tried to split expenses—We can take my private jet, if you pick up the tab to gas it. "I was going
broke just try ing to keep up with them," said Ly thcott, one of the millionaires and The List's only  African-
American. Part of what the STAR MBA degree promised was access to a version of The List. "When Ly thcott say s
he freaking knows a billionaire," Rehnke hollered at one point, "he freaking really  knows the billionaire."

···
The next morning, Berrian and Rehnke pitched their big idea at the Beverly  Hills headquarters of Roar, a
consulting company  that raises capital and negotiates deals for entertainers and businesspeople. Ly thcott is a
Roar client, and he had set up the meeting. In a conference space in which the tables, cabinetry , and fixtures all
conformed to the bowed shape of the room, Roar's founding partner and two of his senior managers at first
seemed understandably  dubious of the grandiose scheme, then somewhat intrigued and by  the end surprisingly
supportive. Berrian listened intently , taking notes on an iPad. He remained mostly  silent but nodded or emitted
a double click from the back of his mouth when a statement really  excited him. On our way  out, Rehnke was
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already  bouncing on his toes.

For the day 's second meeting, we headed west to Culver City  to talk with Marc Scarpa, one of the city 's top live-
streaming-v ideo producers. Scarpa does all the digital media for The X Factor and won an award for his real-
time coverage of the Grammy s. We had met him the night before, when he stopped to chat with his close friend
Michael Ly thcott on Soho House's penthouse roof deck. Ly thcott made the introductions, and the meeting was
arranged. I noted it as a lesson in how special talent and access goes down.

Scarpa's enthusiasm for the plan to orchestrate the fight of the century  and broadcast it digitally  far outstripped
that shown by  the men of Roar. "This could go down in history  as something bigger than a sporting event," he
declared. "It could change the way  people watch and distribute sports." He offered to help pull it all together.

As we cruised back to Beverly  Hills in the rapper car, I couldn't help share in some of the "and when he said"
replay ing of the conversation and in the dreamy  speculations. I felt intoxicated just observ ing something utterly
improbable turn into something at least moderately  possible, and I didn't even have any thing at stake. If I'd
happened to be a person with a couple of million languishing away  in some ho-hum mutual fund, I might have
told Rehnke that I wanted in. I might have written a check on the spot. The urge made me recognize something: I
didn't have a clue if what I was experiencing was how athletes made fortunes—or lost them.

···
I checked back in with Berrian and Rehnke months later, just as the 2012 NFL season was reaching its end. They
were weeks away  from entering their second y ear at George Washington University , along with a new horde of
football play ers who would be STAR MBA rookies. Berrian spent much of the y ear preparing for a call that never
came, working out with trainers, stay ing game-ready . He still planned to play  in the NFL next season and
possibly  the season after that, and would be training accordingly .

Between the sprints and the weights, Berrian also kept a busy  business regimen. The Pacquiao—May weather
thing obviously  flailed. Pacquiao lost two bouts to lesser opponents, reducing the demand for the fight, and
Berrian and Rehnke had some issues on their end with a partner flaking. But they  weren't ruling out the
possibility  of it eventually  all unfolding just as they  initially  planned. In the meantime, Berrian had become an
official partner in Rehnke's management firm, where he intended to exercise the long list of pro athletes on his
cell-phone contacts as well as a newfound penchant for accounting. (Y ou go, business school!) The two of them
also started working with an app-development company  and with a real estate developer who was opening a
series of resorts in Belize. The restaurant Berrian mentioned back at The Palm steak house, a casual seafood spot,
opened in Minneapolis in early  2013, and he and Rehnke envisioned franchises across the Midwest.
Additionally , they  and other guy s from the STAR program joined a new athlete-filled angel investment group, a
kind of clearinghouse for the "can't-miss" proposals that were usually  pressed upon these guy s in locker rooms
and clubs. The group had rev iewed numerous start-ups and so far had agreed to fund four, with an indiv idual's
maximum investment capped—lower risk—at $25,000.

Listening to Berrian list off this arsenal of business ventures, I remembered something I was told by  John
Karaffa, president of ProSport CPA, one of the legion of financial firms now targeting the professional-athlete
demographic. Karaffa shared a theory  with me about sports stars and their business ventures. He said the NFL
guy s perceive the world much like lottery  winners, who come to believe that their one-in-a-million success
means they 're more likely  to win at other games of chance. May be STAR MBA could help usher in a new breed of
athlete entrepreneurs less prone to financial fumbles. They 'll do their finance homework, study  best business
practices, and benefit from vetted lists of partners and consultants. As with any  start-up, the odds of success
remained long. The safer move would be something less entrepreneurial, or no move at all. But for most of these
sports stars, business was the other game of chance they  couldn't wait to play ; demanding the ball, they  raced
headlong into the oncoming defenders.  

Ben Austen is a contributing editor at Harper's Magazine. His last article for GQ, "Aubs Eat Boogers," explored
the bitter football rivalry between Alabama and Auburn.
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